Radial profiles of surface winds measured by the Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) are compared to radial profiles of flight-level winds to determine the slant ratio of the maximum surface wind speed to the maximum flight-level wind speed, for flight altitude ranges of 2-4 km. The radius of maximum surface wind is found on average to be 0.875 of the radius of the maximum flight-level wind, and very few cases have a surface wind maximum at greater radius than the flight-level maximum. The mean slant reduction factor is 0.84 with a standard deviation of 0.09 and varies with storm-relative azimuth from a maximum of 0.89 on the left side of the storm to a minimum of 0.79 on the right side. Larger slant reduction factors are found in small storms with large values of inertial stability and small values of relative angular momentum at the flight-level radius of maximum wind, which is consistent with Kepert's recent boundary layer theories. The global positioning system (GPS) dropwindsonde-based reduction factors that are assessed using this new dataset have a high bias and substantially larger RMS errors than the new technique. A new regression model for the slant reduction factor based upon SFMR data is presented, and used to make retrospective estimates of maximum surface wind speeds for significant Atlantic basin storms, including
Introduction
Motivated by the difficulty of obtaining measurements of the peak surface wind in hurricanes, several methods have been formulated to estimate surface winds from flight-level reconnaissance wind measurements (e.g., Powell 1980; Powell and Black 1990; Franklin et al. 2003; Dunion et al. 2003) . Aircraft flight levels near 3 km are of particular interest since that altitude is typically flown in mature hurricanes and is too high to directly invoke boundary layer models (Powell et al. 1999) . The aforementioned papers focused on reduction factors (F r ) based on the ratio of the surface wind to the flight-level wind speed, with the surface wind either directly below the location of the flight-level wind measurement, or along the sloping global positioning system dropwindsonde (GPS sonde) trajectory, the inward displacement of which is normally substantially less than the eyewall slope.
1 A summary of the vertical and slant reduction factor terminology to be used in this paper is included in Table 1 . A transect of simultaneous 10-m and flight-level wind speeds through Hurricane Katrina is shown in Fig. 1 , in which the surface radii of maximum winds (R mxs ) are each located 5-6 km inward of the corresponding flight-level radii of maximum winds (R mxf ). This outward slope of the radius of maximum wind (R MW ) with height results in very large radial gradients of F r near the R MW , with the risk of significant errors in estimates of the operationally important maximum surface wind speed (V mxs ). Indeed, these data imply that (i) estimating the surface wind directly beneath a flight-level estimate and (ii) estimating the maximum surface wind in the vicinity of a measured flight-level wind maximum should be regarded as distinct problems.
Two causes for the outward slope of the R MW with height are illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 2 . It has long been known (e.g., Shaw 1922; Haurwitz 1935 ) that the baroclinic warm core structure of the tropical cyclone leads to a decrease in the vortex strength with height ( Fig. 2a) , and an outward tilt of angular momentum surfaces (M) with height ( Fig. 2b) , while the R MW above the boundary layer is to good approximation a constant M surface. The magnitude of R MW tilt is greatest in the upper troposphere, where the warm core is strongest. The second cause of R MW tilt is surface friction, which produces a significant inward displacement of the R MW in the lowest 500 m to 1 km (Kepert 2001; Kepert and Wang 2001) . This lower portion of the R MW does not follow an M surface, since this slopes inward with increasing height Quantity Description V f , V mxf , R mxf , Flight-level wind speed, maximum flight-level wind speed, and its radius along a radial flight leg V s , V mxs , R mxs Surface wind speed, maximum surface wind speed, and its radius along a radial flight leg F r Vertical reduction factor: V s /V f F rmx Slant reduction factor: V mxs /V mxf F rmxl V mxs /V mxf for V mxs obtained in radial leg containing the largest V mxf for the mission F rmxa V mxs /V mxf for the largest V mxs and V mxf anywhere in the storm over the course of a mission regardless of radial leg R mxs /R mxf Relative slope of the radius of the maximum wind R MW Radius of maximum wind as a function of height
FIG. 1. (a)
Observed SFMR surface (heavy) and flight-level (3 km, light) wind speeds from a research aircraft transect through Hurricane Katrina commencing at 1708 UTC 28 Aug 2005. Katrina was moving northward at the time, so west is to the left of the track. The small amount of missing data near the storm center is due to the aircraft's maneuvering. (b) Ratio of the surface wind to the flight-level wind at the same radius derived from the data in (a); note the very large gradient of F r between the surface and flight-level radii of maximum winds.
in the boundary layer, while the R MW slopes outward. The thick lines in Figs. 2a and 2b show the modifications to the angular momentum and azimuthal velocity due to friction. In most of the boundary layer, the wind is reduced by friction and the angular momentum surfaces have a significant outward displacement with decreasing elevation. Near the surface, the R MW thus has markedly lower M than above the boundary layer, consistent with the opposite slopes of the R MW and the M surfaces. A slight exception to this situation occurs near the top of the boundary layer, where a layer of supergradient flow (gray shading in Fig. 2 ) is associated with a smaller inward displacement of the angular momentum surfaces, and a slight outward kink in the R MW that is likely undetectable in practice.
The method frequently used to estimate V mxs from flight-level data is the ''90% rule'' ) based on comparing flight-level winds near the eyewall with surface winds measured by GPS sondes (Hock and Franklin 1999) . A limitation of the Franklin et al. (2003) study is that their reduction factor (F r ) appears to be based on the measurement at the time the sonde is launched, rather than the maximum flight-level wind for the radial leg (V mxf ). Sondes are typically launched radially inward from R mxf in an attempt to sample V mxs (OFCM 2007) , that is, in the zone of large F r gradient.
To illustrate the difficulty of estimating the F r from the GPS sondes, a set of 742 eyewall GPS sondes (and the maximum flight-level wind associated with their radial launch leg) was assembled for 17 hurricanes from 1997 to 2003. Pairs of 10-m wind speed and V mxf were selected by wind speed (V mxf . 33 m s
21
, 10-m sonde wind . 30 m s 21 ), flight altitude (2-4 km), and ratio of the radius of sonde 10-m wind to R mxf (between 0.5 and 1.5). The selection process resulted in a set of 147 data pairs with a mean ratio (standard deviation; see Fig. 3 ) of the sonde 10-m level wind to V mxf of 0.81 (0.14). For the 62 sondes launched near the 700-mb level, the F r values [i.e., using flight-level wind at the time of sonde launch (V f ) for the denominator] were 0.89 (0.18), which are nearly identical to the values of Franklin et al. (2003) . Therefore, F r based on the V f will be larger than a ratio based on the V mxf unless the sonde is launched at R mxf . On the other hand, a sonde launched at R mxf will typically reach the surface outside the R mxs , so that it would be unlikely such a sonde would detect the V mxs . Thus, a reduction factor for estimating V mxs is very difficult to determine from GPS sondes; the best estimate would come from using the highest surface value along a radial flight leg from multiple sondes launched inside of R mxf .
For this study, the slant-maximum reduction factor (F rmx ) is defined based on the ratio of V mxs to V mxf for a given radial flight leg; that is, we calculate the reduction factor along the sloping R MW , rather than near vertically from GPS sondes as in Franklin et al. (2003) . It will be demonstrated that this approach explains more of the variance than do previous methods. When surface wind measurements are not available, F rmx may be used to estimate V mxs from the maximum reconnaissance flightlevel wind speed. This new F rmx is also expected to be highly useful for retrospective studies of historical storms for which only reconnaissance flight-level data were available prior to the introduction of the GPS sonde and the Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR; Uhlhorn and Black 2003) .
The SFMR, which samples surface wind speed at high radial resolution, has been extensively compared to and FIG. 2. Schematic adapted from Kepert and Wang (2001, Fig. 2) , showing the processes that lead to the tilt of the R MW in a hurricane. (a) Radius-height section of gradient wind speed (thin contours) and the azimuthal wind component (thick contours) in a hurricane. The gray shading shows the region of supergradient winds near the boundary layer top, and the filled (open) circles show the radius of the maximum (gradient) wind, which slopes outward with height above the boundary layer due to the warm core, and within most of the boundary layer due to frictional dynamics. (b) Similar to (a) but showing angular momentum with (thick lines) and without (thin lines) the influence of friction. Note that in the absence of friction, the R MW is nearly parallel to the angular momentum contours. calibrated against GPS sondes (Uhlhorn et al. 2007 ). Since both V mxs and V mxf are sampled, the surface wind factor along the sloping R MW (F rmx ) may be reliably and easily computed for the first time. This paper discusses F rmx based on SFMR and flight-level wind speed measurements. Section 2 will discuss the data and methods, results will be presented in section 3, discussion in section 4, and then conclusions in section 5.
Methods

a. Aircraft in situ data systems and sampling strategies
The location information and winds measured at flight level are determined from data collected by the aircraft inertial and GPS navigation system and have an accuracy of 0.4 m s 21 for wind and 100 m for position based on aircraft intercomparison and calibration flights (Khelif et al. 1999) . The aircraft flight patterns are designed to fulfill specific experiment goals and, typically, represent ''figure 4'' or ''butterfly'' patterns with several radial flight legs over an 8-10-h mission. Radial legs typically extend 100-200 km from the center. Additional information on specific National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Hurricane Research Division (HRD) Hurricane Field Program (HFP) flights and experiments can be found on the HFP Web site (information online at www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd) and in recent papers describing the 2005 Intensity Forecasting (IFEX) and the Rainband (RAINEX) Experiments (Rogers et al. 2006; Houze et al. 2006 ).
b. SFMR data
A rigorous calibration-validation program of the SFMR instrument carried out during 2004 and 2005 HFP involved engineers and scientists 1) monitoring the instrument while flying aboard the NOAA P3 aircraft, 2) evaluating the measurements transmitted in real time to the National Hurricane Center using the HRD Hurricane Wind Analysis System (H*Wind), 3) interacting with forecasters to interpret the observations, and 4) sequentially improving the instrument calibration and geophysical emissivity-wind speed model based on comparisons with nearby GPS dropsonde measurements (Uhlhorn et al. 2007) .
The revised wind speed-emissivity relationship was used to reprocess SFMR winds for hurricane datasets measured by the HRD SFMR (purchased in 1996), which includes hurricanes from 1998 to 2004. For 2005, the NOAA Aircraft Operations Center (AOC) installed the AOC SFMR aboard the NOAA P3 43RF. The AOC SFMR has better signal to noise ratios in the received signal but is otherwise similar to the earlier instrument, and was also reprocessed with the revised wind speed-emissivity relationship.
In this study, only data at flight levels 2-4 km are considered, which results in 179 radial legs from 35 missions into 15 hurricanes ( Table 2 ). The SFMR and flight-level measurements recorded at a nominal rate of 1 Hz were filtered with a 10-s-centered running-mean filter. Each radial flight leg was examined to select the maximum flight-level wind speed V mxf and the maximum SFMR surface wind V mxs . All positions of maxima were located in terms of scaled (by R mxf ) radial coordinates and storm-relative azimuth (A z , measured clockwise from the storm heading). Detailed storm tracks were developed from spline fits of the vortex center fixes [derived by the method of Willoughby and Chelmow (1982) ] from each flight. Flight legs over coastal or island locations were not included.
Since the SFMR responds to emissivity from wave breaking, and wind-wave interactions vary azimuthally around the storm as shown by Wright et al. (2001) and Walsh et al. (2002) , it is important to evaluate the SFMR against collocated GPS sondes. The SFMR-GPS sonde wind speed difference as a function of azimuth by Uhlhorn and Black (2003, Fig. 9 ) was updated (Fig. 4) based on data reprocessed with the new geophysical model function for computing SFMR surface wind speeds from emissivity. The 416 GPS dropsonde-SFMR pairs consisted of SFMR observations at the time of the GPS sonde launches, and the GPS sonde surface wind estimated from the mean of the lowest 150 m of wind measurements (WL150; Franklin et al. 2003) . In extreme winds, insufficient satellite signals sometimes cause the wind calculation to fail at low levels. Therefore, WL150-estimated surface winds were excluded if the lowest altitude for a measured wind from the sonde exceeded 150 m. Differences were bin averaged in 308 sectors and fit as shown in Fig. 4 together with the number of samples and the standard deviation of the differences in each bin. A harmonic fit to the differences results in SFMR À GPS 5 2.02 cos(A z 1 27).
( 1) We apply Eq.
(1) to correct the SFMR wind measurements for nonwind sources of roughness related to storm regions where windsea wave breaking is influenced by swell. In the right-rear quadrant of the storm, the swell and wind are propagating (moving) in the same direction, which causes the swell to grow and leave less foam (fewer breaking waves), hence resulting in negative differences. In the left-front quadrant, the swells may propagate against or across the wind, which leads to more breaking and more foam generation than wind seas alone (positive differences).
Statistical results and physical interpretation
Radial leg wind maxima pairs were analyzed to understand the dependence of F rmx on storm characteristics that may be computed from flight-level quantities and other storm information. In particular, we establish an observational and theoretical basis for the location of the surface maximum wind relative to the maximum at flight level, and the relationship of F rmx to R mxf , eyewall slope, flight-level angular momentum, inertial stability, stormrelative azimuth, and storm motion. To gain further insight into the relationship between maximum surface and flight-level winds, observed characteristics are then compared to simulations from the Kepert and Wang (2001) tropical cyclone boundary layer model. An F rmx model is developed through screening regression, and evaluated against other methods that have been used to estimate surface winds from flight-level wind measurements. Finally, we will revisit significant Atlantic basin hurricanes to provide updated estimates of intensity.
a. Distribution of F rmx and R mxs
When examining all 179 radial legs in our dataset, the mean F rmx is 0.8346 with a standard deviation of 0.09. Considerable variability exists about the mean F rmx in Franklin et al. (2003) have associated low and high values of F r with stratiform and enhanced convective activities, respectively. However, Kepert (2001) and Kepert and Wang (2001) have shown that F r may vary spatially in idealized boundary layer models that do not contain representations of convective processes. Rather, the hurricane boundary layer dynamics are such that horizontal advection of angular momentum 2 plays an important role in determining the wind structure. In particular, the eyewall is associated with a marked radial gradient of angular momentum that, coupled with the frictionally forced inflow, can produce supergradient winds in the upper boundary layer and maintain relatively strong winds near the surface. This process explains the observed high F r without the need to invoke additional processes (e.g., convective transport). Similar processes would be expected to operate near outer wind maxima, but probably to a lesser degree. Kepert (2006a,b) analyzed the boundary layer flow in the intense Hurricanes Georges and Mitch of 1998 and found strong quantitative and qualitative agreement with the model results for these storms through the depth of the boundary layer. The boundary layer dynamics associated with wind maxima also generate a frictionally forced updraft (Eliassen 1971; Kepert 2001; Kepert and Wang 2001) .
Thus, it appears that the physical cause for the statistical relationship between high values of F r and strong vertical motion found by Franklin et al. (2003) may be that both are associated with the local wind maximum, rather than that the high F r values are caused by the convective vertical motion. Values of F rmx were found to be negatively correlated ( Fig. 6 ) with R mxf and also to be higher on the left side of the storm than on the right. Kepert (2001) developed a linear analytical model of the tropical cyclone boundary layer, from which he derives a nonlinear analytical expression for the surface wind reduction factor F r :
where
where C D is the drag coefficient, V G is the gradient wind, K is the boundary layer mean vertical diffusivity, and I is the inertial stability. Other things being equal, the inertial stability at the R MW will be higher for a smaller R MW , so (2) predicts that F rmx will be larger for a smaller FIG. 4 . Storm-relative azimuthal variation of bin-averaged SFMR-GPS sonde wind speed differences (m s 21 ). Curve with x's represents a harmonic fit to the bin-averaged differences (squares) and the azimuth is measured clockwise from the direction of storm motion. Numbers refer to bin sample size, and the std dev of the bin wind speed differences. R MW , consistent with the negative correlation shown in Fig. 6 . The left-right asymmetry in F rmx found here was first predicted by Kepert (2001) and Kepert and Wang (2001) , and subsequently found in Franklin et al.'s (2003) observational analysis. Case studies of individual storms by Kepert (2006a) and Schwendike and Kepert (2008) have also shown the presence of this asymmetry.
The majority of surface wind maxima are found radially inward from the flight-level wind maximum. The mean value of R mxs /R mxf is 0.875 ( Fig. 7) with a standard deviation of 0.16. No consistent azimuthal variation of R mxs /R mxf was apparent, possibly because environmental shear can tilt the storm axis in any direction relative to the motion, and this effect dominates any motioninduced asymmetry in this parameter. The R mxs /R mxf outliers . 1.5 are associated with storms undergoing concentric eyewall cycles (Willoughby et al. 1982) in which the surface wind in the newly forming outer eyewall exceeds the maximum flight-level wind in the decaying inner eyewall (e.g., Ivan on 15 September 2005). Outliers , 0.5 represent cases in which the V mxs is still found in the inner eyewall but the V mxf is located in the outer eyewall (two other flight legs in Ivan on 15 September and two legs in Jeanne on 25 September 2005). The R mxs /R mxf outliers were not associated with outlying values of F rmx .
b. F rmx , angular momentum, and eyewall slope Angular momentum M, or a function thereof, is a physically appealing choice for an independent variable in a regression for F rmx because M is nearly constant along the R MW above the boundary layer, as discussed in the introduction and shown in Fig. 2 . We now develop a simple approximation for F rmx in terms of M. Two linear approximations to (2) valid at the R MW , which we will use to guide our choice of dependent variables in subsequent statistical regressions, are
and
The derivations of (4) and (5) are given in the appendix.
Comparison of (4) and (5) with (2) showed that (4) was somewhat more accurate (not shown), but both are quite reasonable, so we seek a statistical linear relationship between F rmx and either angular momentum or its square root at R MW . Relative angular momentum per unit mass was computed at R mxf assuming that the flight-level radial wind component is small. Here, F rmx is negatively correlated with flight-level relative angular momentum and its square root (Fig. 8) . The lines of best fit to M are F rmx 5 0.93 À 3.89 3 10 À8 M and (6)
which are in good agreement with the analytical approximations (4) and (5), and explain 31% and 32% of the variance, respectively. The close agreement between (4) and (7) and (5) and (6) provides evidence of the validity of Kepert's (2001) linear model. We now consider the relationship between flight-level and surface angular momentum at the respective wind maxima. Unfortunately, the SFMR instrument does not measure surface wind direction, but the surface tangential velocity component is estimated by assuming a constant inflow angle of 238, based on examination of near-surface inflow angles from 881 GPS sonde profiles.
Comparing surface relative angular momentum at R mxs with flight-level angular momentum at R mxf ( Fig. 9) indicates that momentum is not constant along a line connecting the two wind maxima, consistent with Fig. 2 and the discussion in the introduction. A linear fit constrained to pass through the origin of Fig. 9 shows that the surface relative angular momentum at R mxs is about 65% of the flight-level relative angular momentum at R mxf . Mean values of V mxs , R mxs and V mxf , R mxf yield a slightly higher angular momentum reduction factor of ;75%. These fractions are associated with the loss of relative angular momentum due to surface friction, although correct interpretation requires some care as several processes are operating. The surface R MW has a significantly lower value of M than the R MW above the boundary layer because it has lighter winds and is at smaller radius. Comparing the angular momentum reduction factor of 0.65-0.75 found here with the mean F rmx of 0.83 suggests that the surface R MW is ;80%-90% of that at flight level (the observed mean R mxs is about 90% of R mxf ) . These arguments are consistent with conceptual models of angular momentum surfaces in hurricanes (Emanuel 1986; Kepert and Wang 2001 ; see also Fig. 2 above) , with increases of R MW with height from the surface to the top of the boundary layer, followed by a further outward tilt of both the R MW and the angular momentum surfaces with height above the boundary layer, and a concomitant decrease in angular momentum with height (Fig. 2) . Given the above estimate of the frictional loss of relative angular momentum,
then
Hence, F rmx should also depend on the slope of the eyewall wind maxima, with smaller values for nearvertical wind maxima and larger values for eyewalls with wind maxima that tilt farther outward with height. This is physically consistent with the idea that M is close to constant along the R MW above the boundary layer. Therefore, the near-vertical case will have nearly constant wind speed along the R MW above the boundary layer, while the strongly tilted case will have much stronger winds immediately above the boundary layer than farther aloft. However, the F rmx observations show little dependence on relative R MW slope (Fig. 10 ) due to the variety of storm eyewall diameters. If a wind maximum slopes greatly outward in a large-diameter eyewall, the inverse dependence of F rmx on M [Eq. (6)] contributes to smaller F rmx while the large outward tilt contributes to a larger F rmx [Eq. (9)]. However, all values of F rmx . 1.0 in Fig. 10 also have relatively large values of relative R MW slope. The largest slopes in Fig. 10 are related to outer flight-level wind maxima associated with concentric eyewall processes mentioned earlier.
c. F rmx and inertial stability
Modeling by Kepert and Wang (2001) suggests that a strong radial gradient of angular momentum together with high values of inertial stability helps force the eyewall updraft to be located at the radius of maximum wind. Vertical advection of the inflow and radial advection of the angular momentum act to generate a low-level jet at the R MW near the top of the boundary layer. Investigations of GPS sonde data Powell et al. 2003) show the jet level is near 400-500 m, in ) where black (gray) points represent the left (right) side of the storm. Line represents the eyeball fit constrained to the origin.
agreement with this work. Recent comparisons by Kepert (2006a,b) shows that the Kepert and Wang tropical cyclone boundary layer model is capable of reproducing many of the features observed in GPS sonde profiles. Inertial stability is computed at R mxf by assuming a zero radial gradient of tangential velocity at flight level, and ignoring the Coriolis term, which results in I ' ffiffi ffi 2 p V mxf /R mxf . The slant reduction tends to increase with inertial stability (Fig. 11 with a 22% r 2 for the linear fit), and higher values on the left side of the storm than on the right.
d. Azimuthal variation of F rmx
Thus far, we have seen that the slant reduction factor is largest with small R mxf , which also correlates with small relative angular momentum and large inertial stability. In addition, larger F r values are found on the left side of the storm than the right, in agreement with the findings of Franklin et al. (2003) and Kepert (2006a,b) . Franklin et al. (2003) commented that F r was 4% higher on the left side than the right side of the storm. This overall pattern of lower F r values on the stronger wind side of the storm and higher F r values on the weaker is also consistent with the predictions of Kepert (2001) and Kepert and Wang (2001) .
Front-to-back and left-to-right transects of the 10-m (thick line) and surface gradient (thin line) winds are shown in Fig. 12 for an intense tropical cyclone moving at various speeds according to the model of Kepert and Wang (2001) . Forcing to the model was provided by a parametric profile according to Willoughby et al. (2006) , with a maximum symmetric gradient wind speed of 60 m s 21 at a radius of 25 km, divided between exponential length scales of 65 and 500 km in the ratio 35:25, a blending width of 15 km, and an inner shape exponent of 0.9. In this figure, the 10-m wind is taken directly from the model and the surface gradient wind is from the parametric pressure profile used to force the model. The model does not include a warm core, but we approximately account for this effect by applying an assumed slope of the angular momentum surfaces with height to the surface gradient wind, to estimate the gradient wind at 3-km height (dashed lines). The assumed slope of the M surfaces is taken to be proportional to the radius, with a value of two at the surface radius of the maximum gradient wind. We emphasize that this is a somewhat arbitrary parameterization of the effect of the warm core on the surface wind reduction problem, although the assumed slope of the angular momentum surfaces is consistent with observations in intense hurricanes (e.g., Montgomery et al. 2006 ). The surface winds in Fig. 12 are a larger fraction of the gradient wind to the left than the right, with a smaller but still significant difference being applied front to back. This statement applies to both the surface gradient wind and that at 3 km. Moreover, the left-right transects for the modeled moving storm are strikingly similar to the transect shown from Hurricane Katrina (Fig. 1) . Similarly, Shapiro (1983, his Fig. 5) found that the boundary layer mean wind speed was slightly higher in an absolute sense, and therefore a significantly greater fraction of the gradient wind, on the left of the storm than on the right.
Observations of F rmx (Fig. 13) 170-310. An azimuthal fit that explains 15% of the variance is shown in Fig. 13 :
Clearly, the azimuthal variation will be an important quantity for developing a model to diagnose the slant reduction factor from flight-level observations. Kepert and Wang (2001) found that the boundary layer maximum wind jet became increasingly more pronounced on the left side of the storm as the storm motion increased. Similarly, the 10-m and gradient winds are nearly coincident on the left side for fastmoving storms in Fig. 12 . Hence, some of the variability in slant reduction factors may be related to storm motion. . The short vertical lines on the abscissa indicate the radius of maximum winds at the respective levels.
Mean storm motion for each flight was evaluated from a spline fit to flight-level wind centers. While there is considerable scatter and only 6% of the variance is explained by a linear fit, F rmx generally increases with storm motion (Fig. 14) , with left-side F rmx values remaining higher than those on the right.
e. Regression-based maximum surface wind estimation methods
Since a reconnaissance flight mission typically takes place over a 6-h forecast cycle, the maximum winds measured during a complete reconnaissance mission have a large influence on the intensity estimate. Three surface wind estimation techniques were developed, all using flight-level information as input. The first is designed to estimate the maximum surface winds for a particular radial flight leg. The second estimates the maximum surface wind based on the radial leg containing the maximum flight-level wind speed anywhere in the storm, and the third and final method estimates the maximum surface wind speed anywhere in the storm, regardless of the location of the radial leg.
1) ESTIMATING THE MAXIMUM SURFACE WIND ON A RADIAL FLIGHT LEG
A variety of candidate predictors were evaluated in a stepwise screening regression using JMP statistical software (version 7; information online at http://www. jmp.com/). The screening process led to a multiple linear least squares regression that explains 41% of the variance:
where C t is the storm translation speed in meters per second; M and I are the flight-level values at R mxf , respectively; and the azimuthal dependence term is from Eq. (10). An important property of (11) is that it contains no reference to the flight-level altitude, which occurs because the term in (11) that explains most of the variance is the angular momentum term (the OM term was of nearly the same importance). As previously discussed, the angular momentum above the boundary layer is nearly constant along the sloping R MW , while the wind speed variation through the boundary layer depends on the amount of slope and the distance from the flight level to the boundary layer top. Hence, the vertical variation of F r with height specified by Franklin et al. (2003) is not needed in this formulation. Equation (11) is appropriate for estimating the maximum surface wind on each of several radial legs during a reconnaissance mission and is used in the HRD's real-time H*Wind system (Powell et al. 1998; Powell and Houston 1996) . An evaluation of Eq. (11) with the observed maximum SFMR surface wind speeds using the developmental dataset results in a near-zero bias and an RMS error of 3.6 m s 21 , or 8% of the mean V mxs (Table 3) . Using the mean F rmx value of 0.8346 results in a nearzero mean error and an RMS error of 4.7 m s 21 , so the regression (11) substantially improves the estimation accuracy.
Estimates of the error of earlier methods can be made by assuming the SFMR maximum values as ''ground truth.'' Such error estimates for the mean 90% rule , the eyewall tilt method of Dunion et al. (2003) , and the 80% rule (Powell 1980 ) are shown in Table 3 . Applying the 90% rule to the maximum flight-level wind speed for the particular flight leg results in a high bias of 3.7 m s 21 and an RMS error of 6.0 m s
21
. Notice in Fig. 13 that the slant wind reduction factor approaches 90% only in the left-rear quadrant. It could be argued that this is an unfair comparison since the Franklin et al. (2003) technique used GPS sonde data in which the measurements contained much smaller radial displacements between sonde launch and splash radii, but larger tangential displacements than are being considered here between R mxf and R mxs . Thus, their eyewall F r value tends to be higher than the F rmx found here because their flight-level wind was measured somewhat inward of R mxf . Regardless of this, operational practice (Franklin 2001) has evolved toward applying the 0.9 factor directly to the strongest measured flightlevel wind, which will tend to bias the surface wind estimates high.
The eyewall tilt method of Dunion et al. (2003) was applied to the flight-level wind speed at R mxf after first estimating a mean boundary layer wind using their Eq. (2) and then estimating the surface wind speed using their Eq. (5). The tilt method applied to the maximum flight-level wind speed at R mxf is best suited to sharply peaked flight-level wind maxima and thus a high bias of 8.3 m s 21 and an RMS error of 10.5 m s 21 are found. The 80% rule of (Powell 1980) was also evaluated, and a bias of 22.1 m s 21 and an RMS error 5.2 m s 21 were found. The 80% rule should be bias free only in the front-right quadrant of the storm (Fig. 13) . The PBL models that assume the maximum flight-level winds are equivalent to mean boundary layer winds also underestimate surface winds when flight-level winds exceed 55 m s 21 (Powell et al. 1999) .
2) ESTIMATING V MXS BASED ON THE RADIAL LEG WITH THE LARGEST V MXF FOR THE FLIGHT MISSION
A reduction factor over an entire reconnaissance mission (F rmxl ) can be used to estimate the maximum surface wind associated with the radial flight leg containing the largest measured V mxf . For this purpose, the largest V mxf value (and the corresponding V mxs on the same radial flight leg) is selected for each flight mission. Restricting the sample to 25 flights with three or more radial legs with SFMR measurements, V mxf was on the right side of the storm in all but one flight (Isabel 12I). A simplified expression for F rmxl , depending only on V mxf and inertial stability (I), explained more of the variance (r 2 of 56%) than (11):
Equation (12) may be used to estimate the peak surface wind in the quadrant containing the peak flight-level wind over the course of a reconnaissance mission. The increase in variance explained by Eq. (12) relative to Eq. (11) implies that the surface maximum wind is more strongly related to the flight-level wind in the most intense quadrant of the storm than elsewhere.
Comparing the 90% rule to (12) (Table 4) , the 90% rule is biased high by 11% with a 14% RMS error, while (12) has a small negative bias and a 4% RMS error (based on a mean V mxs of 53 m s 21 ). The eyewall tilt method high bias is 8% with a 26% RMS error, and the 0.8 method has a low (2%) bias and 9% RMS error. Application of Eq. (12) is limited to estimating the maximum surface wind along the radial leg containing the maximum flight-level wind throughout the flight mission. However, for more than half of the 25 SFMR flight missions, the maximum surface wind anywhere in the storm was found on a different radial leg azimuth than that containing the maximum flight-level wind.
3) ESTIMATING MAXIMUM V MXS ANYWHERE IN THE STORM
To estimate the highest V mxs for the mission independent of the flight leg, the maximum V mxf and V mxs are selected for each mission and the sample is again restricted to missions with at least three radial legs. In all but four flights (Fabian 02I, Floyd 13I, Frances 31I, and Rita 21I), V mxs was located on the right side of the storm. In 13 of these 25 flights, V mxs was at a different azimuth than the V mxf . On three missions (Fabian 02I, Floyd 13I, and Isabel 12I), significant azimuthal differences occurred with surface wind maxima on the opposite side of the storm from the flight-level maxima.
The maximum flight-level wind speed and radius are the most important predictors of the slant reduction factor (F rmxa ) in determining the maximum surface wind anywhere in the storm over the course of a reconnaissance flight (r 2 of 66%):
F rmxa 5 0.84123 1 0.001516V mxf À 0.0026R mxf . (13) Equation (13) is appropriate for retrospective evaluation of the maximum intensity over the course of a reconnaissance mission. The increase in variance explained by Eq. (13) relative to Eq. (12) is probably due to the fact that the azimuth of the maximum wind may vary with height in the storm due to asymmetric friction (Kepert 2001; Kepert and Wang 2001; Kepert 2006a,b; Schwendike 2005) and to environmental shear (e.g., Frank and Ritchie 2001; Jones 1995) . Considering that the maximum flightlevel and surface winds may appear in different quadrants in this regression, as they do in nature, thus reduces the amount of random scatter. The greater amount of variance explained in Eq. (13) is a most useful property, as the maximum surface wind, anywhere in the storm, is highly important parameter for operational forecasting and warning.
Estimation from Eq. (13) of the peak V mxs of all radial legs within the storm is relevant to estimation of the maximum surface wind in a storm for operational and historical retrospective analysis applications. Based on the developmental data, Eq. (13) results in an RMS error of , 5%. Evaluation of other methods (Table 5) suggests that the 90% rule has a high bias (RMS) of 9% (12%), while the eyewall tilt method bias (RMS) is 26% high (28%), and the 0.8 method is 4% low (10%). Also included in Table 5 is the official ''best track'' (BT) estimate of the maximum wind from the National Hurricane Center based on tropical cyclone reports available from the NHC Web site (information online at http://www. nhc.noaa.gov/pastall.shtml). The BT estimates are very similar to the 90% method and are the basis for the historical record in the Hurricane Database (HURDAT) file (Jarvinen et al. 1988 ). This analysis is only valid for flight-level reductions in which the aircraft is flying within the 2-4-km altitude range, which is the common altitude for mature hurricanes. In tropical storms and weaker hurricanes, reconnaissance flights are often conducted at altitudes , 1.5 km, and surface wind reduction factors are closer to 80% .
It is apparent from Fig. 15 that the 90% method, and by implication portions of the recent historical record, are biased high for V mxf , 75 m s
21
. Application of (13) to flight-level measurements in historical storms would provide an assessment of the impact of the bias on the historical record, but the 4.6 m s 21 bias in the 90% method (; one-half a Saffir-Simpson scale category) suggests that hurricane activity is overestimated for categories weaker than a moderate category 4 hurricane, provided the reconnaissance aircraft were flying above 2 km. The transition of the SFMR to operational reconnaissance will make the 90% method obsolete for future operational estimates of surface winds in Atlantic hurricanes within aircraft range. The SFMR measurements and (13) can be used to help calibrate satellite hurricane intensity estimation methods (e.g., Olander and Velden 2007) . The resulting updated satellite techniques could then be applied to improve intensity estimates for all tropical cyclone basins. These techniques may then be applied in reanalysis efforts to improve the historical record.
Discussion
Equation (11) has been implemented in H*Wind to estimate the maximum surface wind speed from an aircraft radial flight leg when reconnaissance measurements are available at the 2-4-km level. Installation of new SFMR units on the fleet of U.S. Air Force hurricane aircraft commenced in 2007 so future use of reduction factors will be limited to flights on which the instrument is not available. The F rmx fit in Eq. (11) provides an improved estimate of the surface wind speed on a particular flight leg for cases in which the SFMR is not available. Equations (12) and (13) will be especially useful for improving estimates of the maximum surface wind from available flight-level observations in significant historical hurricanes. Additional studies are in progress to use Eqs. (12) and (13) to calibrate estimates of intensity from pattern recognition techniques applied to historical satellite imagery (C. Velden, S. Mullins, and P. Black 2007, personal communication) . For cases in which the reconnaissance aircraft is flying below 2 km (typically tropical storms and weaker hurricanes), Dunion et al. (2003) found a strong correlation of flightlevel wind speeds with mean boundary layer winds measured by GPS sondes. In those cases, the F r values described in Franklin et al. (2003) may be adequate but await confirmation using SFMR data. a. Retrospective assessment of some significant Atlantic basin hurricanes
Since the 90% method was used to revise the intensity of Hurricane Andrew (Landsea et al. 2004 ), a few cases are examined to illustrate how revised maximum surface wind estimates based on Eq. (13) and the 90% rule vary from those published in the National Hurricane Center's HURDAT record.
3 Consistent with Fig. 15 , the most intense storms have similar surface wind estimates from Eq. (13) and the 90% method (Table 6 ). However, application of Eq. (13) implies a low bias in the BT estimates of Hurricanes Allen, Gilbert, and Mitch. The SFMR-based regression Eq. (11) for the radial leg value of F rmx was tested on an independent set of observations collected for two missions in Hurricane Helene on 17 and 19 September 2006, with a total of 10 radial flight legs available within the 2-4-km altitude range. These were the only SFMR data collected in a hurricane during the relatively inactive 2006 season and processed data for 2007 were not yet available at the time of this writing. The SFMR observations (Table 7) indicate a low bias of 20.7 m s 21 for the Eq. (11) method and an RMS error of 3 m s 21 (or 8% based on the mean surface V mxs of 35.8 m s
21
). The 90% method has a 4.5 m s 21 high bias and a percentage RMS error of 15%. The other methods generally have similar error characteristics relative to each other (as shown in Table  3 ) but with smaller magnitudes.
Conclusions
An improved method of estimating the maximum surface wind speed in a tropical cyclone was developed from measurements of the maximum flight-level (at 2-4-km altitude) and SFMR-estimated surface wind speeds from 179 radial flight legs in 15 hurricanes since 1998. The advantage of the new SFMR-based regression method over the GPS sonde-based methods is that the SFMR actually samples the maximum surface wind speed along a radial flight leg while insufficient sondes are available to sample the maximum. The mean slant reduction factor (ratio of radial-leg maximum surface wind speed to maximum flight level wind speed, F rmx ) was 0.83 with a standard deviation of 9%. Azimuthal variability was found with larger values (to 0.89) in the left-front quadrant and weaker values (to 0.79) in the right-rear quadrant. The mean R mxs was located at 0.875 R mxf , which is consistent with an outward tilt of the maximum wind radius with height. Several details apparent in the dataset were consistent with the Kepert (2001) and Kepert and Wang (2001) simulations of lowlevel jets in tropical cyclones, including 1) azimuthal variation in the reduction factor with higher values on the left [also reported by Franklin et al. (2003) ]; 2) dependence of the reduction factor on storm motion speed, angular momentum, and inertial stability; and 3) a deficit of angular momentum at R mxs compared to R mxf . This strong consistency between theory and observations implies, to a high level of confidence, that these features are real. When the SFMR is not available, the regression method [Eq. (11) ] is used in H*Wind analyses (information online at www.aoml.noaa.gov/ hrd/data.html) to estimate the maximum surface wind speed from individual radial flight legs. Evaluations of the 90% rule and eyewall tilt (Dunion et al. 2003) flight-level wind reduction methods indicate overestimates of 4 and 8 m s 21 , respectively, when applied to individual flight leg observations. For the purposes of estimating the maximum surface wind speed anywhere in the storm over an entire reconnaissance mission, Eq. (13) is appropriate. When applied to the maximum flight-level values observed over a flight mission, the 90% method shows a bias of 4.6 m s
21
, which suggests a high bias in the recent historical record. Underestimates of intensity are suggested for some extreme storms in the historical record that occurred before the advent of GPS sondes or the SFMR. The regression method of Eq. (13) can be applied to reassess historical surface wind speed estimates during the era of aircraft reconnaissance, and is also applicable to calibration of satellite intensity estimation techniques. 
